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pile had been published in the Philosophical Transactions of
the Royal Society. Davy's first paper on electro-chemistry
was published in Nicholson's Journal in September, 1800.
Within six months he published six papers on the subject.
In a letter dated October 2oth he writes to Davies Gilbert
that he has discovered galvanism is a purely chemical
process depending wholly on the oxidation of metallic
surfaces. Zinc is incapable of decomposing pure water;
if the zinc plates are kept moist with pure water, the pile
will not work. The water must contain in solution air,
oxygen, nitrous acid, muriatic acid, etc. Following the
observation of Haldane of the "non-excitement of gal-
vanism in the vacuum of an air pump" he found the pile
acts for a few minutes only when introduced into hydrogen,
nitrogen, or hydrocarbonate; only as long as the water
between the plates holds some oxygen in solution, The
pile recovers when immersed in air. It acts very vividly in
oxygen.
He found oxygen and hydrogen could be separately
produced from quantities of water not immediately in
contact. If one terminal of the pile was connected to one
glass of water, the circuit was successfully completed by
his body when he put the fingers of his right hand in one
glass and those of his left in the other. Three people
holding hands could successfully complete the current.
The circuit could be completed with muscular fibres,
vegetable fibres, and moistened threads not exceeding three
feet in length. "Muscular fibre appeared to be a better
conductor than vegetable fibre, and vegetable fibre a better
conductor than moistened thread/' He suggested that the
nascent hydrogen released in various decompositions would
be a "powerful and accurate instrument of analysis."
When he had concluded that the electric current from the
pile was dependent on the degree of chemical activity, and
not on the decomposition of water, he immediately con-
structed a new form of pile using muriatic and other acids
between the plates. Concentrated nitrous acid gave a
shock so powerful that his fingers were benumbed for some
seconds and he did not dare to take another.

